Manipulation of Transgene Expression in Fibroblast Cells by a Multifunctional Linear-Branched Hybrid Poly(β-Amino Ester) Synthesized through an Oligomer Combination Approach.
Delivery of functional genetic materials into fibroblast cells to manipulate the transgene expression is of great significance in skin gene therapy. Despite numerous polymeric gene delivery systems having been developed, highly safe and efficient fibroblast gene transfection has not yet been achieved. Here, through a new linear oligomer combination strategy, linear poly(β-amino ester) oligomers are connected by the branching units, forming a new type of poly(β-amino ester). This new multifunctional linear-branched hybrid poly(β-amino ester) (LBPAE) shows high-performance fibroblast gene transfection. In human primary dermal fibroblasts (HPDFs) and mouse embryo fibroblasts (3T3s), ultrahigh transgene expression is achieved by LBPAE: up to 3292-fold enhancement in Gaussia luciferase (Gluc) expression and nearly 100% of green fluorescence protein expression are detected. Concurrently, LBPAE is of high in vitro biocompatibility. In depth mechanistic studies reveal that versatile LBPAE can navigate multiple extra- and intracellular barriers involved in the fibroblast gene transfection. More importantly, LBPAE can effectively deliver minicircle DNA encoding COL7A1 gene (a large and functional gene construct) to substantially upregulate the expression of type VII collagen (C7) in HPDFs, demonstrating its great potential in the treatment of C7-deficiency related genodermatoses such as recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa.